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1. Introductions

Privacy International, Civil Rights Defenders and DFRI note Sweden’s written replies to the list of issues in relation to Swedish laws, policies and practices on interception of personal communications.¹

The following comments are based on the analysis of the Swedish legislation, as well as policies and practices on surveillance by Privacy International, Civil Rights Defenders and DFRI.²

Since the Human Rights Committee’s last consideration of Sweden in 2009, when it expressed concerns about the “wide powers of surveillance in respect of electronic communications” granted under the Act on Signals Intelligence in Defence Intelligence Operations, other UN and regional bodies have made recommendations to review and reform the Swedish surveillance law to bring into compliance with international human rights standards.³ So far Sweden has failed to effectively address these recommendations, as this briefing illustrates.

2. Mass surveillance capacity of the FRA

With the enactment of Act [2008:717] on Signals Intelligence in Defence Intelligence Operations [hereinafter the Surveillance Act], the National Defence Radio Establishment [Försvarets Radioanstalt – FRA] was granted a mandate to collect data from transnational telecommunications cables for the first time. Apprehensions that the FRA would engage in mass, suspicionless surveillance were raised and subsequently validated through international disclosures.⁴

Under the Surveillance Act, the collection of foreign communications [SIGINT] must be automated and restricted to “signals identified through search terms [sökbegrepp]”. The FRA must “formulate and apply search terms with respect for individual integrity” so that the impact of operations is limited.⁵ However, revelations concerning Five Eyes SIGINT collection practices raise serious doubts about the way modern SIGINT collection can target on communications, instead suggesting a high degree of arbitrariness. Analysis of the programs shows that merely 5 percent of automatically analysed data is of “definite interest” to search terms, and only 20 percent of the data is of “high” or “definite relevance” when manual analysis is initiated.⁶

So far, the Swedish Government has not provided sufficient reassurances that FRA collection of foreign communications is accurate, targeted, and thereby

---

¹ UN doc. CCPR/C/SWE/7, 24 July 2015.
² Privacy International is a human rights organisation that works to advance and promote the right to privacy and fight surveillance around the world. Civil Rights Defenders is an independent expert organisation founded in Stockholm in 1982 with the aim of defending human rights, in particular people’s civil and political rights, while also supporting and empowering human rights defenders at risk. DFRI is a Swedish non-profit and non-party organisation working for digital rights.
⁵ Clause 3 § Act (2008:717) on Signals Intelligence in Defence Operations.
compliant with Article 17 under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

Instead, concerns about the capacity of FRA to carry out mass surveillance emerged in the past few years.

Disclosures on the FRA and Five Eyes give detailed insight into the technical realities of personal data processing (“behandling”) within the FRA. According to documents released in the last couple of years, the Swedish intelligence agency is a user of XKEYSCORE. The program collates information gathered through ether, cable, and Computer Network Exploitation [see more below], and facilitates analysis of data through automated and manual processes. XKEYSCORE provides access to data in bulk, not only on the basis of targeted and limited identifiers such as IP and e-mail addresses, but through sweeping selectors such as website visitor logs. Intelligence officers, including in Sweden, can access swathes of personal data on the premise of imprecise justifications, such as “extremism” or “terrorism.”

3. Discriminatory regime in the Surveillance Act

The Surveillance Act creates a regime of surveillance that is discriminatory on the basis nationality. The FRA is prohibited from the collection of signals that have both a sender and a recipient located in Sweden and must destroy those signals once identified. Collection of data with both a Swedish sender and recipient are, under most circumstances, restricted to criminal investigations and require “reasonable suspicion” of serious offenses thereby providing higher safeguards and protection than the collection of foreign communications under the Surveillance Act. Because Swedish citizens are more likely to be present in Sweden, the Surveillance Act is therefore likely to have a disparate adverse impact on the privacy of non-Swedish persons.

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and the UN Special Rapporteur on counter-terrorism and human rights have noted how several legal regimes on interception of personal communications, like the Swedish one, distinguish between obligations owed to nationals and non-nationals and residents and non-residents, providing external communications with lower or non-existent protection, in ways that are discriminatory and incompatible with Article 26 of the ICCPR. The UN Special Rapporteur on counter-terrorism concluded

---

7 See § 4 Act (2009: 259) on the processing of personal data in the National Defence Radio Establishment defence intelligence and development activities, definition of "behandling."
12 See report of the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights on the right to privacy in the digital age, UN doc. A/HRC/27/37, 30 June 2014; and report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism, UN doc. A/69/397, 23 September 2014.
that states “are legally bound to afford the same protection to nationals and non-nationals, and to those within and outside their jurisdiction”. Similarly this Committee has consistently recommended that any interference with the right to privacy in the context of communications surveillance complies with the principles of legality, proportionality and necessity, regardless of the nationality or location of the individuals whose communications are under direct surveillance. 

Further the distinction is arbitrary and rendered meaningless in the context of the technical architecture of modern digital communications, with messages such as e-mails routed through different countries even if both the sender and the intended recipient are resident in Sweden.

In fact, both the Swedish Data Protection Authority and the Post and Telecom Authority have also expressed misgivings on the technical feasibility of sifting out domestic data. In June 2015 it has been revealed that communications via services such as Google and Facebook, relying on foreign servers, also constitute foreign communications. As a result a very small portion of everyday communications are thus beyond the FRA’s reach. Repeated critique from domestic oversight brings FRA data processing procedures and policies into question.

4. Intelligence sharing without accessible legal basis

The FRA is a third party to Five Eyes international signals intelligence (SIGINT) network. Third Party partnerships imply not just an exchange of finished intelligence reports but joint operations and analysis involving the trade of technologies and access to bulk data, either filtered, or increasingly in its raw unfiltered form.

Despite this level of cooperation, Swedish legislation regulating intelligence sharing with foreign intelligence agencies is opaque and lays down a remit for cooperation and information-sharing only limited by need to conduct collaboration in the “interest of the Swedish Government” and national security.

---

15 Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism, UN doc. A/69/397, 23 September 2014, paragraph 43.

16 See, for example, Human Rights Committee, Concluding observations on the seventh periodic report of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, UN doc. CCPR/C/GBR/CO/7, 17 August 2015.


As such, the domestic legal regime fails to meet the requirement of the quality of the law necessary to comply with Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. As noted by the High Commissioner for Human Rights in her report on the right to privacy in the digital age summarising the findings of international human rights bodies, including this Committee, interferences with the right to privacy must be executed under laws that are “sufficiently accessible, clear and precise so that an individual may... ascertain who is authorized to conduct data surveillance and under what circumstances.”

5. Computer Network Exploitation (hacking)

The FRA rely on collaboration with foreign intelligence agencies to develop Computer Network Exploitation [CNE] or “active signals intelligence” (“aktiv signalspaning”), despite lacking a clear and accessible mandate to do so under the law. The FRA has developed its own CNE program, WINTERLIGHT, as part of the NSA QUANTUM program, described as the “NSA’s most powerful internet attack tool.” In the wake of these disclosures regarding the use of CNE by Swedish authorities, the Director of the Swedish Defence Intelligence Court clarified, upon request, that “the law [i.e. the Surveillance Act] is not hinged on methods other than to differentiate between ether and cable.”

In a recent proposal on counterterrorism legislation, the Swedish Government is considering extending powers of CNE to the Security Service [Säkerhetspolisen – Säpo], the Police and Customs, through a new “coercive measure” (”tvångsingrepp”) called “data scanning” (”dataavläsning”). If the bill is passed, Säpo may be mandated to develop or purchase its own CNE platforms, or receive information from FRA CNE operations. As the FRA is responsible for aiding other national authorities in the evaluation, development, and acquisition of signals intelligence systems, and national law enforcement currently lacks independent signals intelligence capacity it is likely that law enforcement will be able to direct the FRA’s CNE. Sweden would thus be legislating for a transfer of technical capabilities from the FRA that are currently neither confirmed nor denied. Additionally, the Government has yet to propose how CNE would be applied, whether as a method of investigations under “reasonable suspicion,” for preventive investigations under substantially lower thresholds, or under a SIGINT paradigm permitting untargeted use.

---

Computer network exploitation, or hacking, is an extremely intrusive form of surveillance. It can yield information sufficient to build a total profile of a person, from their daily movements to their most intimate thoughts. It is potentially far more probing than other surveillance techniques. Unlike intercept capabilities, hacking capabilities can be deployed in any number of configurations to do any number of different things. The logging of keystrokes, tracking of locations, covert photography, and video recording of the user and those around them enables intelligence agencies and the police to conduct real-time surveillance, while access to stored data enables analysis of a user’s movements for a lengthy period prior to the search, access to saved documents and notes, draft messages and emails, and more. As such the use of CNE carries the potential to covertly build a significantly comprehensive picture on a user’s private life. The Swedish Bar Association has criticized CNE for its severe impairment on human rights.  

The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression expressed his concerns over such offensive spyware and stated that “[F]rom a human rights perspective, the use of such technologies is extremely disturbing. Trojans, for example, not only enable a State to access devices, but also enable them to alter –inadvertently or purposefully- the information contained therein. This threatens not only the right to privacy and procedural fairness rights with respect to the use of such evidence in legal proceedings.”

6. Inadequate Oversight

The State Inspection for Defence Intelligence [Siun] is the primary organ for the oversight of defence intelligence and related data protection laws, and all collection is authorized by Court Order from the Defence Intelligence Court [UNDOM]. Both mechanisms have been criticized by the European Parliament as lacking in independence. Compliance with the Surveillance Act is also subject to annual review from the Swedish Government and Department of Defence. Subsequent to international disclosures on the Five Eyes, oversight bodies in some concerned states initiated detailed inquiries and published reports on international collaboration, adherence to domestic laws and surveillance practices.

Siun has so far failed to meaningfully investigate the reports of intelligence sharing and FRA mass surveillance. It addressed the international cooperation in two short and sweeping sentences, without any mention of the disclosures or...
serious allegations stemming from them. It did this only to assert that it had no complaints on the matter. On the basis of this inadequate review, the Swedish Government published an equally sweeping three-page report. It also initiated Parliamentary deliberations on the intelligence cooperation with the Five Eyes, only to issue the blanket statement that “the system to protect privacy during signals intelligence works in the manner intended by the law.”

The Data Protection Authority (DI) can also oversee FRA registration and processing of data on the basis of anonymous complaints or referrals from Siun inquiries. In December 2015, the DI initiated an inquiry into the FRA based on a Siun referral. However, neither the matter under review nor the initial Siun findings have been made public.

7. Recommendations

Based on these observations, Privacy International, Civil Rights Defenders and DFRI suggest the following recommendations for the Swedish government:

- Take all necessary measures to ensure that its surveillance activities, both within and outside Sweden, conform to its obligations under the Covenant, including article 17; in particular, measures should be taken to ensure that any interference with the right to privacy complies with the principles of legality, proportionality and necessity, regardless of the nationality or location of the individuals whose communications are under surveillance, which includes refraining from engaging in mass surveillance;

- Review and reform the Surveillance Act in order to ensure that any interference with the right to privacy, family, home or correspondence is authorized by laws that: (i) are publicly accessible; (ii) contain provisions that ensure that collection of, access to and use of communications data are tailored to specific legitimate aims; (iii) are sufficiently precise and specify in detail the precise circumstances in which any such interference may be permitted, the procedures for authorization, the categories of persons who may be placed under surveillance, the limit on the duration of surveillance, and procedures for the use and storage of data collected; and (iv) provide for effective safeguards against abuse;

- Review the practice of intelligence sharing with foreign agencies to ensure its compliance with the right to privacy, under Article 17 of the Covenant.


• Publicly avow the surveillance technologies capacities, such as Computer Network Exploitation (CNE), and assess whether CNE can be used at all in a manner that is necessary and proportionate. If the CNE power is to be retained, it should only be deployed in the most compelling and narrowly-defined circumstances, with the greatest oversight and safeguards.

• Reform the current oversight system of surveillance activities to ensure its effectiveness;

• Ensure that affected persons have access to effective remedies in cases of abuse.